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The Power of the Judiciary. (Part 1)
Part one is taken from the first part of the "Brutus's" 15th essay of The New-York
Journal on March 20, 1788; Part two is part one of his 16th of the New York
Journal of April 10, 1788.

The supreme court under this constitution would be exalted above all other power in the
government, and subject to no control. The business of this paper will be to illustrate this, and to
show the danger that will result from it. I question whether the world ever saw, in any period of
it, a court of justice invested with such immense powers, and yet placed in a situation so little
responsible. Certain it is, that in England, and in the several states, where we have been taught to
believe the courts of law are put upon the most prudent establishment, they are on a very
different footing.
The judges in England, it is true, hold their offices during their good behavior, but then their
determinations are subject to correction by the house of lords; and their power is by no means so
extensive as that of the proposed supreme court of the union. I believe they in no instance
assume the authority to set aside an act of parliament under the idea that it is inconsistent with
their constitution. They consider themselves bound to decide according to the existing laws of
the land, and never undertake to control them by adjudging that they are inconsistent with the
constitution -- much less are they vested with the power of giv[ing an] equitable construction to
the constitution.
The judges in England are under the control of the legislature, for they are bound to determine
according to the laws passed under them. But the judges under this constitution will control the
legislature, for the supreme court are authorized in the last resort, to determine what is the extent
of the powers of the Congress. They are to give the constitution an explanation, and there is no
power above them to set aside their judgment. The framers of this constitution appear to have
followed that of the British, in rendering the judges independent, by granting them their offices
during good behavior, without following the constitution of England, in instituting a tribunal in
which their errors may be corrected; and without adverting to this, that the judicial under this
system have a power which is above the legislative, and which indeed transcends an power
before given to a judicial by any free government under heaven.
I do not object to the judges holding their commissions during good behavior. I suppose it a
proper provision provided they were made properly responsible. But I say, this system has
followed the English government in this, while it has departed from almost every other principle
of their jurisprudence, under the idea, of rendering the judges independent; which, in the British
constitution, means no more than that they hold their places during good behavior, and have
fixed salaries . . . [the authors of the constitution] have made the judges independent, in the
fullest sense of the word. There is no power above them, to control any of their decisions. There

is no authority that can remove them, and they cannot be controlled by the laws of the
legislature. In short, they are independent of the people, of the legislature, and of every power
under heaven. Men placed in this situation will generally soon feel themselves independent of
heaven itself. Before I proceed to illustrate the truth of these reflections, I beg liberty to make
one remark. Though in my opinion the judges ought to hold their offices during good behavior,
yet I think it is clear, that the reasons in favor of this establishment of the judges in England, do
by no means apply to this country.
The great reason assigned, why the judges in Britain ought to be commissioned during good
behavior, is this, that they may be placed in a situation, not to be influenced by the crown, to give
such decisions as would tend to increase its powers and prerogatives. While the judges held their
places at the will and pleasure of the king, on whom they depended not only for their offices, but
also for their salaries, they were subject to every undue influence. If the crown wished to carry a
favorite point, to accomplish which the aid of the courts of law was necessary, the pleasure of the
king would be signified to the judges. And it required the spirit of a martyr for the judge to
determine contrary to the king's will. They were absolutely dependent upon him both for their
offices and livings. The king, holding his office during life, and transmitting it to his posterity as
an inheritance, has much stronger inducements to increase the prerogatives of his office than
those who hold their offices for stated periods or even for life. Hence the English nation gained a
great point, in favor of liberty, when they obtained the appointment of the judge, during good
behavior. They got from the crown a concession which deprived it of one of the most powerful
engines with which it might enlarge the boundaries of the royal prerogative and encroach on the
liberties of the people. But these reasons do not apply to this country. We have no hereditary
monarch; those who appoint the judges do not hold their offices for life, nor do they descend to
their children. The same arguments, therefore, which will conclude in favor of the tenure of the
judge's offices for good behavior, lose a considerable part of their weight when applied to the
state and condition of America. But much less can it be shown, that the nature of our government
requires that the courts should be placed beyond all account more independent, so much so as to
be above control.
I have said that the judges under this system will be independent in the strict sense of the word.
To prove this I will show that there is no power above them that can control their decisions, or
correct their errors. There is no authority that can remove them from office for any errors or want
of capacity, or lower their salaries, and in many cases their power is superior to that of the
legislature.
1st. There is no power above them that can correct their errors or control their decisions. The
adjudications of this court are final and irreversible, for there is no court above them to which
appeals can lie, either in error or on the merits. In this respect it differs from the courts in
England, for there the house of lords is the highest court, to whom appeals, in error, are carried
from the highest of the courts of law.
2nd. They cannot be removed from office or suffer a diminution of their salaries, for any error in
judgment [due] to want of capacity. It is expressly declared by the constitution, "That they shall
at stated times receive a compensation for their services which shall not be diminished during
their continuance in office."

The only clause in the constitution which provides for the removal of the judges from offices, is
that which declares, that "the president, vice-president, and all civil officers of the United States,
shall be removed from office, on impeachment for, and conviction of treason, bribery, or other
high crimes and misdemeanors." By this paragraph, civil officers, in which the judges are
included, are removable only for crimes. Treason and bribery are named, and the rest are
included under the general terms of high crimes and misdemeanors. Errors in judgment, or want
of capacity to discharge the duties of the office, can never be supposed to be included in these
words, high crimes and misdemeanors. A man may mistake a case in giving judgment, or
manifest that he is incompetent to the discharge of the duties of a judge, and yet give no evidence
of corruption or want of integrity. To support the charge, it will be necessary to give in evidence
some facts that will show, that the judges committed the error from wicked and corrupt motives.
3d. The power of this court is in many cases superior to that of the legislature. I have showed, in
a former paper, that this court will be authorized to decide upon the meaning of the constitution;
and that, not only according to the natural and obvious meaning of the words, but also according
to the spirit and intention of it. In the exercise of this power they will not be subordinate to, but
above the legislature. For all the departments of this government will receive their powers, so far
as they are expressed in the constitution, from the people immediately, who are the source of
power. The legislature can only exercise such powers as are given them by the constitution; they
cannot assume any of the rights annexed to the judicial; for this plain reason, that the same
authority which vested the legislature with their powers, vested the judicial with theirs. Both are
derived from the same source; both therefore are equally valid, and the judicial hold their powers
independently of the legislature, as the legislature do of the judicial. The supreme court then
have a right, independent of the legislature, to give a construction to the constitution and every
part of it, and there is no power provided in this system to correct their construction or do it
away. If, therefore, the legislature pass any laws, inconsistent with the sense the judges put upon
the constitution, they will declare it void; and therefore in this respect their power is superior to
that of the legislature. In England the judges are not only subject to have their decisions set aside
by the house of lords, for error, but in cases where they give an explanation to the laws or
constitution of the country contrary to the sense of the parliament -- though the parliament will
not set aside the judgment of the court -- yet, they have authority, by a new law, to explain the
former one, and by this means to prevent a reception of such decisions. But no such power is in
the legislature. The judges are supreme and no law, explanatory of the constitution, will be
binding on them.
When great and extraordinary powers are vested in any man, or body of men, which in their
exercise, may operate to the oppression of the people, it is of high importance that powerful
checks should be formed to prevent the abuse of it.
Perhaps no restraints are more forcible, than such as arise from responsibility to some superior
power. Hence it is that the true policy of a republican government is, to frame it in such manner,
that all persons who are concerned in the government, are made accountable to some superior for
their conduct in office. This responsibility should ultimately rest with the people. To have a
government well administered in all its parts, it is requisite the different departments of it should
be separated and lodged as much as may be in different hands. The legislative power should be
in one body, the executive in another, and the judicial in one different from either. But still each

of these bodies should be accountable for their conduct. Hence it is impracticable, perhaps, to
maintain a perfect distinction between these several departments. For it is difficult, if not
impossible, to call to account the several officers in government, without in some degree mixing
the legislative and judicial. The legislature in a free republic are chosen by the people at stated
periods, and their responsibility consists, in their being amenable to the people. When the term
for which they are chosen shall expire, who [the people) will then have opportunity to displace
them if they disapprove of their conduct. But it would be improper that the judicial should be
elective, because their business requires that they should possess a degree of law knowledge,
which is acquired only by a regular education; and besides it is fit that they should be placed, in a
certain degree in an independent situation, that they may maintain firmness and steadiness in
their decisions. As the people therefore ought not to elect the judges, they cannot be amenable to
them immediately, some other mode of amenability must therefore be devised for these, as well
as for all other officers which do not spring from the immediate choice of the people. This is to
be effected by making one court subordinate to another, and by giving them cognizance of the
behavior of all officers. But on this plan we at last arrive at some supreme, over whom there is
no power to control but the people themselves. This supreme controlling power should be in the
choice of the people, or else you establish an authority independent, and not amenable at all,
which s repugnant to the principles of a free government. Agreeable to these principles I suppose
the supreme judicial ought to be liable to be called to account, for any misconduct, by some body
of men, who depend upon the people for their places; and so also should all other great officers
in the State, who are not made amenable to some superior officers....
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